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•  What is the RT -5000? 

The RT- - ces, ATC, marine 
afety and governmental 

agencies. And all that from a single unit. The RT-5000 is part of the Flexcomm radio family designed and manufactured by Canyon as the most 
 

•  What does RT-  

ansceivers, saving 
significant space and weight. Obviously, Canyon also designs and manufacture wide - the system is 
reduced to a single transceiver, a single antenna, and the associated control head (such as the C-5000 or CD-5000 dedicated controller) 

•   

29.7-960 MHz range as the 
main transceiver. 

•  Which type of users can take advantage from this kind of Radio?  

The RT-5000 has been designed to meet Public Safety and military requirements. Thus, this radio (with associated antenna and Control Head) is 
US Forest Service fleets. 

•  So, is this product limited to the US market? 

ver, the RT-5000 is not 

•   

Yes, it offers the possibility to add modules performing trunking. Following your requirements, RT-5000 transceiver can be designed to cover 

your C-5000 and RT-5000. 

•  Would the RT-5000/C-5000 be more expensive than my standard transceivers and controllers? 

As the system is only composed of a Transceiver, a control head and a single antenna, it offers lower costs than other systems f
Furthermore, every model RT-5000 can be upgraded, to perform P-  
wiring changes.  
 

The RT-5000 tactical Radio offers unique capabilities 

for military and Public safety communications.Before 

 trusting this solution, our current customers wanted to 
know  what  exactly makes the  difference with other

available solutions. And today, more than 2,500 systems

We have gathered their recurrent questions, hoping
you will find an answer to yours.

have been installed.
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department for details on how to easily upgrade 
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•  Can I control a RT-5000P with a standard C-5000? 
Yes, but all P-25 specific features such as SCAN and P-25 require a C-5000P or an ARCDU controller. 

•  Do you have to type in Main P-  
-5000P and the RT-5000P.  Motorola 

e C-5000P. 

•  Are there any advantages to upgrading an Analog C-5000 even if I don’t need P-25 capability?  
Yes, the Digital user interface is much easier to operate.  The manual mode is more agile. 

•   

-5000 and the CD-5000 control panel, Canyon products range also includes the ARCDU, 
a single point to control for all audio and radios. In general terms, Canyon RT -

 

•  Can I program a channel during the flight if required? 

Yes, you do NOT need a computer in order to program channels on the RT-5000P transceiver. 
You can: 
 - Dial-into a P-25 “on-the-fly” using the Canyon exclusive “Manual” channel, or  
 - Enter a new channel from the front panel, or 
 - Program complete channel databases with our user-  

 

•  In case an RT -  

 
� How does the RT-  

supplier for most of the US agencies such as the US Forest service. Thanks to this long-
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-5000, please contact us 
and consult our RT-  
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